Novice Walk/Trot

English/Western Riding Pattern

1. Start at the gate. *(If gate is not used, please start 10 ft before cone 1)*
2. Walk over the log.
3. After the log, pick up the jog/trot.
4. Jog/trot weaving through cones 4,5 & 6 as shown. *(English riders-Change your diagonals where appropriate)*
5. Continue at the jog/trot weaving through cones 1, 5, and 3 as shown. *(English riders-Change your diagonals where appropriate)*
6. Continue around cone 3 turning down the mid-line.
7. Halt at the center of the pattern (between cones 2 & 5), and settle.
8. Back 5 steps. Exit at a walk

Western-Riders should perform a normal sitting jog.

English-Riders should perform the pattern at a posting trot, and change diagonals where appropriate.